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Neuronal Responses Related to Long-Term
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been used have not required the animal to remember
many stimuli at the same time and have employed short
retention intervals. Such tasks have hence been soluble
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University of Bristol and MRC Centre
for Synaptic Plasticity
Department of Anatomy by short-term memory or attentive strategies rather than
necessitating long-term memory, i.e., memory that per-Medical School
University Walk sists for many minutes in spite of distraction (Scoville
and Milner, 1957). Moreover, although prefrontal neu-Bristol, BS8 1TD
United Kingdom ronal responses have been shown to reflect the long-
term effects of learning resulting from multiple repeti-
tions of stimuli (e.g., category discrimination) (Miller and
Cohen, 2001; Miller et al., 2002), such findings do notSummary
establish whether or how prefrontal neurons might con-
tribute to the long-term memory for single or infrequentMuch evidence indicates that prefrontal cortex plays
an important role in long-term recognition memory occurrences of stimuli; such single-exposure learning
is an essential component of normal recognition mem-processes. Here, we report primate prefrontal neu-
ronal responses carrying information necessary for ory in monkeys and humans. Here, we report neuronal
responses that are related to long-term recognitionlong-term visual recognition memory. The responses
of many neurons signaled stimulus familiarity even memory for infrequently encountered stimuli and estab-
lish a difference in such responsiveness between dorso-when the period over which stimuli had to be remem-
bered extended to 24 hr. Such responses occurred lateral and ventral and medial prefrontal areas.
The prefrontal neuronal responses were recordedfrequently in ventromedial, orbitofrontal, and anterior
cingulate but not dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Pre- while monkeys performed a serial recognition task that
required the use of long-term memory for its solution.frontal information processing, as indicated by the re-
sponse latencies, started after that in inferior temporal In this task, one picture was presented on each trial,
and the animal had to respond according to its priorcortex and might be related to retrieval processes, as
responses were typically larger for familiar than for occurrence (Xiang and Brown, 1998). Pictures were re-
peated after varying numbers of intervening trials, sonovel stimuli.
that the occurrence of many pictures had to be remem-
bered at the same time, and a measurement of changedIntroduction
neuronal responsiveness might be made as a function
of delay (Figure 1). Such information has been obtainedAlthough there is detailed evidence concerning the re-
sponses of neurons in the temporal lobe related to long- previously for anterior inferior temporal cortex (Xiang
and Brown, 1998), and so as to allow a direct comparisonterm recognition memory (Brown and Xiang, 1998; Xiang
and Brown, 1998), there has been a lack of correspond- between prefrontal and inferior temporal responses, this
study used the same conditions. Thus, in particular, bothing data for prefrontal cortex. Such data are of impor-
tance, as there is much evidence that prefrontal cortex novel and highly familiar pictures were shown because
work in anterior inferior temporal cortex has indicatedis extensively involved in long-term recognition memory
processes. In humans, such evidence comes from fMRI that neuronal responses to the repetition of novel and
familiar stimuli differ (Fahy et al., 1993; Li et al., 1993;and event-related potential as well as patient studies
(Parkin et al., 1996; Schacter et al., 1996; Tulving et Miller et al., 1993; Xiang and Brown, 1998). Monkey abla-
tion studies indicate that the critical regions for recogni-al., 1996; Kopelman and Stanhope, 1998; Cabeza and
Nyberg, 2000; Lee et al., 2000; Soltani and Knight, 2000; tion memory lie on the medial and inferior surfaces of
the frontal cortex (Bachevalier and Mishkin, 1986; Meu-Cadoret et al., 2001; Dobbins et al., 2002; Kikyo et al.,
2002; Konishi et al., 2002; Petrides et al., 2002; Ranga- nier et al., 1997; Parker and Gaffan, 1998). Accordingly,
neuronal recordings were made in orbitofrontal (PFCo)nath and Knight, 2002; Rugg et al., 2002). Correspond-
ingly, in monkeys prefrontal ablation results in impair- and ventromedial (PFCvm) prefrontal cortex as well as
in the anterior cingulate gyrus (ACG); see Figure 2. Re-ment of performance of delayed nonmatching to sample
tasks (Bachevalier and Mishkin, 1986; Meunier et al., cordings were also made in dorsolateral (PFCdl) prefron-
tal cortex for the purpose of comparison.1997; Parker and Gaffan, 1998). However, to our knowl-
edge no previous study has investigated neuronal re-
sponses in prefrontal cortex that are related to long- Results
term recognition memory processes. Although there is
much information concerning prefrontal neuronal re- Visual Responses
sponsiveness in delayed matching tasks (Fuster and Of a total (T) of 3638 neurons recorded in ACG, PFCo,
Alexander, 1971; Funahashi et al., 1989; Wilson et al., PFCvm, and PFCdl, 1476 (41%) were visually responsive
1993; Fuster, 1995; Miller et al., 1996; Miller and Cohen, (V); see Table 1. Visual responses typically started more
2001; Funahashi and Takeda, 2002), the tasks that have than 130 ms after the onset of a stimulus and lasted for
more than 0.5 s. The great majority (1368/1476  93%)
of the responses were excitatory. Across this population*Correspondence: m.w.brown@bris.ac.uk
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each region. The percentages of neurons that responded
to various proportions of the presented stimuli are given
in Table 2. These percentages did not vary significantly
across the regions. To further reduce any potential in-
fluence of stimulus selectivity on differences in memory-
related responsiveness, stimuli were not selected in
relation to a particular neuron’s responsiveness. Addi-
tionally, proportions of differentially responsive (D)




The responses of many prefrontal neurons were repeti-
tion sensitive and thereby provided evidence of accessFigure 1. Task Details
to information that was stored in long-term memory.(A) Example task sequences. The serial recognition task used pic-
Thus, of the excitatory visually responsive neurons, 551tures of naturalistic scenes or objects. Each letter represents a
particular picture; the uppercase letters are novel stimuli, and the (37%) D neurons responded differently during the vari-
lowercase letters are familiar stimuli. The conditional discrimination ous types of trial that were categorized by the repetition
task used triplets of geometric shapes. The triangle was red, the history of the stimuli (novel/familiar and first/second pre-
square was black, the central shape was green with a black dot,
sentation). Of these D neurons, 506 (92%) had excitatoryand the background was yellow. For each of the four types of trial
incremental responses, i.e., the response to a previouslycontaining a specific triplet, no one shape in isolation could be used
seen stimulus was greater than that to a stimulus notto solve the task. “L” and “R,” the correct responses are touches
to the left or right side of the screen. previously seen; see Table 1. For the remaining 45 (8%)
(B) Intratrial timing. Each trial starts with a cue light (“C”), followed D neurons, the change on stimulus repetition was decre-
by a stimulus (“S”). Within time period “T,” the animal must make mental rather than incremental, i.e., the response re-
a behavioral response (touch the correct side of the screen) to get
duced with repetition; the proportion did not vary signifi-a reward (“R”). The trial finishes with a variable (1–3 s) intertrial
cantly across the regions. However, the incidence of theinterval (dashed lines).
D neurons with excitatory incremental responses as a
proportion of V neurons varied between the four areas.
The proportion (D/V) was much higher (BEM 2  86.4;of excitatory responsive neurons, the mean firing rate
(11  7 spikes/s; range, 0.5 to 45 spikes/s) in the 0.5 s df  3; p  0.001) in ACG (28%), PFCo (46%), and
PFCvm (64%) than in PFCdl (4%), with there being nofollowing stimulus onset was more than three times
(3.38 0.16) that in the prestimulus period; no significant significant difference in incidence between ACG, PFCo,
and PFCvm. The incidence of D neurons in ACG, indifference in the mean firing rate change was found
between the regions. The incidence of excitatory V neu- PFCo, and in PFCvm but not in PFCdl was significantly
(binomial test; p  0.001) above chance (5%). Thus,rons as a proportion of the number of recorded neurons
varied between the regions (binomial error model [BEM] although more than a quarter of the neurons in PFCdl
were visually responsive, few (4%) of these were differ-ANOVA; BEM 2  54.5; df  3; p  0.001). It was
significantly higher (BEM 2  20.4; df  1; p  0.001) entially responsive, in contrast to the average of 42%
that was found in the other sampled regions. Thus, thein ACG (42%) and PFCo (41%) than in PFCvm (33%)
and PFCdl (26%). There was no significant difference incidence was only 1% of the total number of recorded
neurons in PFCdl, whereas it was 17% across the otherbetween the proportions in ACG and PFCo or those in
PFCvm and PFCdl. three regions.
For the 506 D neurons with excitatory incrementalResponses were inhibitory for 108 neurons (3% of the
total and 7% of the visually responsive neurons). The responses, the patterns of response change were the
inverse of those found in anterior inferior temporal cor-inhibition was sometimes sufficiently strong that firing
ceased, and the depression of firing could last through- tex, where responses were typically reduced for pre-
viously seen stimuli (Xiang and Brown, 1998). In bothout stimulus presentation. Occasionally, at the end of a
stimulus, there was a rebound increase in firing above lobes, response changes occurred between stimuli that
were novel (never or rarely previously seen and not seenbaseline. Across the population of inhibitory responsive
neurons, the mean firing rate (6 2 spikes/s) in the 0.5 s within the last 4 weeks) or familiar (repeated approxi-
mately on alternate days so that they had been seenfollowing stimulus onset was 0.64  0.23 times that in
the prestimulus period; no significant difference in the tens of times previously but not on the current day)
and/or when such novel or familiar stimuli were shownmean change in firing rate was found between the re-
gions. Such responses were seen in all four regions; a second time within a recording session, i.e., were
stimuli that then had been seen recently. Thus, the sametheir incidence as a proportion of the total number of
visually responsive neurons was as follows: PFCvm, categorization was used for excitatory incremental re-
sponses in prefrontal cortex as for inferotemporal neu-15% (24 neurons); PFCo, 7% (50 neurons); ACG, 5% (21
neurons); and PFCdl, 7% (13 neurons). These propor- rons (but with the opposite direction of change). Accord-
ingly, incremental recency (R) neurons responded moretions did not differ significantly from each other.
Neurons did not respond equally to all presented stim- strongly to the second than to the first presentations of
stimuli but responded equivalently for novel and familiaruli. To provide a measure of stimulus selectivity, a sam-
ple of excitatory responsive neurons was taken from stimuli; such responses thus signaled that a stimulus
Prefrontal Neuron Responses and Recognition Memory
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Figure 2. Recording Sites
(A) Recordings were made 1–15 mm anterior (“A”) to the sphenoid bone, which is approximately 20 mm anterior to the intraaural line, as
shown on the lateral view (left). The regions in which recordings were made, i.e., anterior cingulate gyrus (ACG) and orbital (PFCo), ventromedial
(PFCvm), and dorsolateral (PFCdl) prefrontal cortex, are shown (right) outlined at “5A” level.
(B) Regional distribution of the visually differential neurons. These have been plotted onto outline frontal sections at the given distances (in
mm) in front of the sphenoid bone (Xiang and Brown, 1998).
had been seen recently rather than that it had been inhibitory responses mirrored those of their excitatory
novel or familiar when first seen that day. Similarly, incre- counterparts, the inhibition typically being stronger for
mental familiarity (F) neurons responded more strongly previously encountered stimuli. An example is illustrated
to familiar than to novel stimuli but did not differentiate in Figure 4. There were 15 inhibitory D neurons in PFCo
between the first and the second presentations of these (five R, five F, and five N neurons), nine in PFCvm (two
stimuli during a recording session; such responses thus R, five F, and two N neurons), and seven in ACG (three
signaled the relative familiarity of the stimuli rather than R, three F, and one N neurons); only one such neuron,
whether they had been seen in the current recording a novelty neuron, was found in PFCdl. The incidence of
session. Likewise, incremental novelty (N) neurons re- D neurons with inhibitory responses as a proportion of
sponded less strongly to the first presentations of novel all V neurons was higher in ACG, PFCo, and PFCvm
stimuli than when such stimuli were repeated or when than in PFCdl (BEM 2 11.3; df 3; p 0.05), with there
a familiar stimulus was presented; such responses indi- being no significant difference between ACG, PFCo, and
cated that a stimulus had been seen before (they are PFCvm. Thus, the incidence of D neurons with inhibitory
termed “novelty” rather than “familiarity” responses for responses followed a pattern that was broadly similar
consistency with the terminology adopted for the tem- to those of D neurons with excitatory responses; the
poral cortex responses, although here the response was mean incidence as a proportion of inhibitory V neurons
evoked by previously seen rather than novel stimuli). was 1% in PFCdl and 33% across the other three re-
Examples are shown in Figure 3. It was possible to group gions. The numbers of such neurons were too low for
97% (493) of the excitatory incremental differential re- further statistical analysis.
sponses into the three classes (R, F, and N) according Hemispheric Asymmetry
to the type of information that was signaled. The overall The incidence of excitatory incremental D neurons as a
proportions were as follows: N/V  14% (195 neurons), proportion of V neurons was significantly higher (nearly
R/V  8% (110 neurons), and F/V  14% (188 neurons). double) in the left (336/746 45%) than in the right (170/
With the exception of PFCdl, where no novelty neurons 622  27%) hemisphere (BEM 2  45.8; df  1; p 
were found, examples of each type were observed in 0.001). The ratio was 3.3:1 in ACG, 1.8:1 in PFCo, and
each of the other three regions studied (see Figure 2 1.7:1 in PFCvm. It should be remembered that this differ-
and Table 1). ence is based on samples from only two animals, though
The corresponding excitatory decremental responses both showed the bias: L  171/382 (45%), R  90/
changed in the same ways as in temporal cortex (Xiang
295 (31%) and L  165/364 (45%), R  80/327 (24%).
and Brown, 1998). The incidences of the 45 (D/V  3%)
Moreover, the difference does not arise from a differ-
neurons with such decremental responses followed a
ence in the incidence of V neurons between the hemi-pattern that was broadly similar to those of neurons with
spheres (L:R 746:622). Both animals used both handsexcitatory incremental responses; there were 21 in PFCo
in making their behavioral responses.(seven R, eight F, and six N neurons), 13 in PFCvm (four
R, three F, and six N neurons), nine in ACG (five R, two
Speed of Neuronal ResponseF, and two N neurons), and two in PFCdl (one R, one F,
The mean visual latency of the recorded population wasand zero N neurons).
established for samples of 20 novelty, recency, and fa-Inhibitory Responses
miliarity neurons from each area and each monkey. AnThe firing patterns of the 32 D neurons (2% of total
V neurons; 30% of the 108 inhibitory V neurons) with example is shown in Figure 3. ANOVA revealed no overall
Neuron
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Table 1. Incidence of Excitatory Visual Responses in Prefrontal Cortex
Responses
T (n) V (n) V/T (%) D (n) D/V (%) R/V (%) F/V (%) N/V (%)
Regions
ACG 971 407 42 115 28 9 9 9*
PFCo 1580 647 41 297 46 10 13 21
PFCvm 407 134 33 86 64 4* 44* 15
PFCdl 680 180 26 8 5 2 3 –
Total 3638 1368 506
The figures exclude inhibitory and decremental responses. Numbers and proportions are shown for the excitatory incremental differentially
responsive (D) neurons, the excitatory visually responsive (V) neurons, and the total neurons recorded (T). The proportions (percentages in
italics) of the types of D neurons, i.e. recency (R), familiarity (F), or novelty (N) neurons, are given. The incidence of D neurons in PFCvm,
PFCo, and ACG was significantly higher than that in PFCdl, where the incidence was below the chance level (5%). Comparing PFCo, PFCvm,
and ACG for R, F, and N neurons, * indicates a significantly different proportion compared to the other two regions (BEM ANOVA; p  0.05).
Thus, the incidence was highest for N neurons in PFCvm and PFCo, for F neurons in PFCvm, and for R neurons in PFCo and ACG.
significant difference in the mean visual latency of 130– tex was signaled by novelty neurons, and this was 60
ms after the visual latency, i.e., after the presence of a135 ms for the different classes of neurons or areas.
The mean differential latency, i.e., the earliest time at visual stimulus was being signaled.
which the response of D neurons with excitatory incre-
mental responses diverges significantly for the different Length of Memory
The memory span can be defined (Fahy et al., 1993) astypes of stimuli, was calculated for the populations of
the three types of differential neurons (N, R, and F) for the longest elapsed time after which a neuron responds
to previously seen stimuli significantly differently fromeach area (excluding PFCdl, for which there were too
few D neurons); see Figure 5 and legend for details. For its initial response to those stimuli (this implies that the
neuron has access to information that is stored in mem-the familiarity neurons, the mean differential latency of
255 ms (midpoint of 240–270 ms bin) was similar in ory for this period). The population memory spans of
the different types of differential neurons in the differentPFCo, PFCvm, and ACG. For the recency neurons, the
differential latency was also 255 ms when the data for areas (excluding PFCdl, for which there were too few
D neurons) were determined by analysis of the meanthe three areas were pooled, but it differed significantly
between them, being 225 ms in PFCvm, 285 ms in population responses for the excitatory incremental dif-
ferential responses of each type to stimulus repetitionsPFCo, and 435 ms in ACG. For the novelty neurons,
it was 195 ms, pooling across the three areas for first at various intertrial intervals; see Figure 6A. There was
a significant three-way interaction between area, typecompared to second presentations of novel stimuli, and
225 ms for novel compared to familiar stimuli; there of neuronal response, and interval [F(32, 2835)  3.25;
p  0.001], i.e., the responses for the different types ofwas no significant difference between the areas. Hence,
no individual area had a latency shorter than 195 ms neuron changed differently across the intervals in the
three areas; for this reason, the data were subdivided.for any type of response. Thus, at the population level
the first indication of prior occurrence in prefrontal cor- In each area for each type of response there was a highly
Table 2. Stimulus Selectivity
Proportion of Stimuli Responded to: 50% 50%–74% 75%
Area PFCo D 17% 23% 60%
V 0% 50% 50%
PFCvm D 20% 23% 57%
V 20% 40% 40%
ACG D 20% 30% 50%
V 30% 30% 40%
PFCdl V 40% 20% 40%
Means (of PFCo, PFCvm, and ACG)
All R 19% 23% 58%
All F 17% 27% 57%
All N 20% 27% 53%
All D 19% 26% 56%
All V 17% 40% 43%
Percentages of differentially responsive (D) and visually responsive (V) neurons that responded to the given proportions of re-presented stimuli
in the various areas. For this table, a response to a presentation of a stimulus was defined as a change in activity in the 0.5 s after stimulus
onset of 3 times the prestimulus activity. Only second presentations of stimuli were used (of familiar stimuli for F neurons and of familiar
and novel stimuli for R and N neurons). The samples were of the first ten excitatory responsive neurons of each type (R, F, N, and V) recorded
in each region, except that only six R neurons were available in PFCvm, and too few D neurons were available for analysis in PFCdl. Differences
in proportions between areas and between types of responsive neuron were sought with 2 tests; none was significant. Neuronal types: D,
differentially responsive; V, visually responsive; R, recency; F, familiarity; and N, novelty neurons.
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Figure 3. Responses of Excitatory Visually Differential Neurons Simultaneously Recorded in Orbital Prefrontal Cortex
(A) The different response patterns of the neurons are illustrated for the same trials containing first (“1”) or second (“2”) presentations of novel
(“N”) or familiar (“F”) stimuli. The action potential waveforms of the neurons are inserted in the first column. Note the different action potential
shapes; the amplitudes also differed but have been rescaled. Peristimulus time histograms (bin width, 100 ms) are shown above rasters (ten
individual stimuli). Trials of the same type of stimuli were originally separated by intervening trials of other types of stimuli but have been
sorted and pooled together by offline computation. The recency neuron signals that a stimulus has been seen recently; its responses to N1
and F1 were significantly (p  0.001) smaller than its responses to N2 and F2. The familiarity neuron signals that a stimulus is familiar rather
than novel but not that it has been seen recently; its responses to N1 and N2 were significantly smaller (p  0.001) than its responses to F1
and F2. The novelty neuron is selectively responsive to first presentations of novel stimuli; its responses to N1 were significantly smaller (p 
0.001) than its responses to N2, F1, or F2.
(B) The cumulative action potential counts after stimulus onset are given for the novel and familiar trials for the familiarity neuron shown in
(A). The visual latency is 120 ms, and the differential latency is 260 ms. Thus, this neuron’s responses differed significantly between novel
and familiar trials by 260 ms.
(C) In contrast, there were no significant differences in mean eye position or its variance between the types of trials in the 500 ms following
stimulus onset. Thus, the differences in neuronal activity cannot readily be explained as being due to differences in eye position.
significant effect of interval (p  0.001); additionally, response for these trials being the same (left; see the
Experimental Procedures) as when the stimulus was firstthere was a highly significant (p  0.001) interaction
between area and interval for novelty and recency but presented, whereas at 0 to 64 intervening trials it was
opposite (right).not familiarity neurons. As may be seen in Figure 6A,
for all three areas the pattern of responses across inter- Within each area and for each type of neuron, there
were neurons that had memory spans of 24 hr; seevals was different for familiarity neurons than for recency
and novelty neurons, while across the areas the pattern Figure 6B. As long-term memory is conventionally de-
fined (e.g., Scoville and Milner, 1957) as memory thatwas broadly similar for the different types of response.
The shorter mean memory spans for PFCvm compared persists across a period longer than minutes in the pres-
ence of distraction, both when considered as a popula-to PFCo or ACG should be interpreted with caution be-
cause of the smaller sample sizes in PFCvm. To ensure tion and when taken individually, responses of prefrontal
neurons evidenced long-term memory for the prior oc-large sample sizes, data were pooled across the areas
for each type of neuron. For familiarity and for recency currence of stimuli.
neurons pooled across the three areas, mean responses
on repetition were significantly above the mean initial Control Measures
Multiple Differential Recordingsresponse to novel stimuli for all repetition intervals up
to 32 intervening stimuli (5 min) and 24 hr. For novelty During many sessions, more than one D neuron could be
recorded simultaneously with other, visually responsiveneurons, all intervals up to eight intervening stimuli (1–2
min) were significant; that at 24 hr approached signifi- neurons and/or non-visually responsive neurons. There
were 11 occasions when a novelty, a familiarity, and acance. For each type of response, the response differ-
ence at an interval of 64 intervening trials was smaller recency neuron were simultaneously recorded. There
were 73 occasions when a pair of D neurons, either Nthan that after a delay of 24 hr. This increased difference
at 24 hr might relate to the direction of the required and F, N and R, or F and R, were corecorded. An example
Neuron
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of such responses is shown in Figure 3, where a triplet
of N, F, and R neurons were simultaneously recorded
in PFCo. Such differences in the patterns of response
to the same presentations of the stimuli exclude general-
ized alterations in arousal or attention or peripheral vi-
sual changes as explanations for their response differ-
ences.
Neuronal Activity and Saccadic Eye Movements
Monitoring of eye position during recording revealed
no relationship between eye position or saccades and
neuronal response changes between the different types
of trial; see, for example, Figure 3. No consistent change
in eye position or saccade pattern was found within the
first 500 ms after stimulus onset, whereas differential
neuronal response latencies were commonly 300 ms.
Moreover, no evidence of bursts of action potentials
being related to saccades was found for the recorded
neurons. Averaged across trials for 60 recording ses-
sions, the difference during stimulus presentations in
the mean horizontal and vertical directions of gaze for
novel compared to familiar trials was as follows: H 
0.1  1.3 and V  0.1  1.2. Neither of these differ-Figure 4. Inhibitory Responses of a Familiarity Neuron in the Ventro-
medial Prefrontal Cortex ences approached significance. Moreover, the differ-
ence in the variability (standard deviation) for novel com-The neuronal responses to first and second presentations of novel
(left) and familiar (right) stimuli are shown as peristimulus time histo- pared to familiar trials, both for horizontal (3.7 cf. 3.8)
grams (bin width, 100 ms) above rasters. Note that the inhibitory and vertical (4.3 cf. 4.4) directions, was very small (0.1).
responses to the novel stimuli were significantly (p  0.001) smaller The eye position variance implies that for 95% of the
than those to the familiar stimuli. The latency of the visual response time, the monkeys were fixating within 8 of the center
was 130 ms, and the differential latency was 245 ms.
of the stimulus, regardless of whether it was novel or fa-
miliar.
Figure 5. Differential Latencies for the Populations of Excitatory Incremental Visually Differential Neurons in the Prefrontal Cortex
(Left) Plotted are the cumulated counts (30 ms bins) of action potentials from stimulus onset (time zero) for the different types of trial averaged
across each of the different types of neurons in the three areas. Comparisons were made for the response of each neuron in each area
between the first and second presentations for the recency neurons; between the novel and familiar presentations for the familiarity neurons;
and between the first and second presentations of novel stimuli and between the first presentations of novel and familiar stimuli for novelty
neurons. To determine the differential latency for each type of response, the mean bin counts for the different types of trial for each of the
differential neurons of the particular type in each of the areas were subjected to an ANOVA with repeated measures. There was no significant
interaction between the factors area, time, and type of trial except for recency neurons [F(34, 1872)  1.50; p  0.03]. For each of the four
types of response, there was a highly significant (p  0.001) interaction between time (bin number) and the type of trial. The mean time of
the earliest bin for which the difference between the types of trials was significant (Student’s t test; p  0.05) was taken as the mean latency
for a given population of neurons. In every case, all subsequent bins were also significant. (Table to right) The mean differential latencies
(midpoints of 30 ms bin) of different types of visually differential neurons in the recorded areas.
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Figure 6. Memory Spans
(A) Mean responses across different intervals for the three types of excitatory incremental differential neurons in the three different areas.
The sample comprised all the D neurons with excitatory incremental responses for which there were data at all intervals. *Indicates a significant
difference between mean responses to the first (“C”) and subsequent presentations within an area and type of neuron (paired Student’s t
tests). The significance of differences from the initial mean response was determined for the successively greater intervals using a level of
p  0.05 as long as the difference for each successive interval was significant. When a difference failed to reach significance for a given
interval, the next interval’s difference was tested after correction for multiple tests (i.e., using p  0.025 after one failure to reach significance,
p  0.017 after two, and so on). Note that to compare the responses at 24 hr with those to the first presentations of the same stimuli, the
same trial files were shown to the animals after a 24 hr delay.
(B) Memory spans of 24 hr. Displayed are population mean responses for excitatory incremental visually differential neurons with a memory
span lasting 24 hr in prefrontal cortex. Illustrated are neurons which had mean responses that were significantly larger when stimuli were
repeated after an 24 hr delay than when they were first presented. For these selected samples, mean responses at all time intervals were
significantly larger for the subsequent presentations than for the first presentations of the stimuli for recency, familiarity, and novelty neurons
pooled across the areas.
(C) Percentages of all D neurons that had 24 hr memory spans for the different types in the different areas.
The Monkey’s Behavioral Response animal; see Table 3. Hence, there was no evidence from
these data that overall the discrimination for novel andResponses in a conditional visual discrimination task
(Xiang and Brown, 1999) were used to dissociate familiar trials differed in difficulty. Moreover, there was
no statistically reliable evidence that the accuracy ofchanges in neuronal activity from the left or right touch
that the animal made to indicate his response to a novel the behavioral response declined with increasing delay
(interval) for the repeated stimuli, and no significant cor-or repeated stimulus. Of 236 neurons that were recorded
in both the serial recognition and the conditional dis- relation between behavioral accuracy and neuronal re-
sponses was established. Given that the stimuli werecrimination tasks, for only 3 (1%) did the responses
differ between touch right and touch left trials in both changed from trial to trial, the numbers of error trials
were too low for meaningful statistical analysis of neu-tasks. These were therefore the only neurons whose
activity could not be dissociated from the direction of ronal response patterns on these trials compared to
correct trials.the animal’s behavioral response. Two of these neurons
had apparently decremental responses, and one had an
apparently incremental response in the recognition task.
Table 3. Percentage Correct Responses
Left Touch Right TouchBehavioral Performance
Animal (Novel Trials) (Repeat/Familiar Trials)
The mean (SEM) percentages of correct responses
A 93%  2% 89%  2%were 88%  2% for the left touch (novel) and 87% 
B 83%  1% 85%  2%1% for the right touch (familiar) trials; these means do not
Average 88%  2% 87%  1%
differ significantly and did not differ for either individual
Neuron
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predict when stimuli would be repeated and were re-Table 4. Behavioral Latencies
warded on all correct trials so that differential neuronal
Novel Novel Familiar Familiar
responses could not be ascribed to changes in alert-Animal First Second First Second
ness, attention, or motivational factors. Moreover, on
A 696  17 658  16 662  15 680 13 many occasions differentially responsive neurons with
B 736  25 718  23 698  16 694 18
different types of response (novelty, recency, and/orAverage 716  15 688  14 680  11 687 11
familiarity) were simultaneously recorded; such differ-
The task conditions meant that a screen touch before 0.5 s after ences between responses of different neurons to the
stimulus onset was recorded as an error, and no juice was delivered. same stimuli shown at the same time cannot be readily
The mean (SEM) latency (ms) of behavioral response for the two
explained by changes in global variables other thananimals over samples of correct responses for the four types of trials
stimulus history. Accordingly, the differential responses(Novel First and Second, Familiar First and Second) was as above.
could only be related to the prior occurrence history of
the stimuli that were presented.
The mean (SEM) latency of the behavioral responses Parallels to Responses in Anterior Inferior
shows the expected slightly longer latency for novel first Temporal Cortex
trials compared to the other types of trial (the normal The response changes that are related to recognition
repetition priming effect) but no other significant differ- memory processes in prefrontal cortex in the present
ences; see Table 4. The slightly longer latency for novel study have parallels to but also some differences from
trials presumably correlates with slower processing for those in anterior inferior temporal cortex (including peri-
novel than for previously seen stimuli. However, this rhinal cortex) studied under similar conditions (Xiang
difference was not such as to affect behavioral accu- and Brown, 1998). Monkey lesion studies have shown
racy. Accordingly, there was no evidence that the longer that perirhinal cortex is essential for delayed matching
latency was related to increased attention to these tasks and that disconnection of prefrontal cortex from
stimuli. the medial temporal lobe produces major impairments
in recognition memory (Parker and Gaffan, 1998). The
major parallels between the two lobes are that the repeti-Discussion
tion-sensitive response changes:
The results establish that in three regions of monkey
(1) Provide information that is necessary for judgment
prefrontal cortex—the orbitofrontal, ventromedial, and
of the previous occurrence of stimuli based on their
anterior cingulate cortices but not dorsolateral prefron-
recency of occurrence and/or relative familiarity.
tal cortex—there is a high incidence of neurons with
responses that are dependent on long-term memory for (2) Demonstrate single-trial learning.
prior occurrences of visual stimuli. Ablations including
(3) Are stimulus selective, though the degree of specifi-these three regions impair performance of recognition
cation compared to abstraction of stimulus type wasmemory tasks (Bachevalier and Mishkin, 1986; Meunier
not established. Thus, the neurons typically respondedet al., 1997; Parker and Gaffan, 1998). Prefrontal neu-
to a subset of presented stimuli and so signaled a mix-ronal responses were changed after a single occurrence
ture of information about the physical characteristics ofof a stimulus and hence transmit information concerning
a stimulus and whether the stimulus was novel or fa-single-exposure learning. Moreover, in many cases the
miliar.changes could be shown to be present after 24 hr had
elapsed. The demonstration that these responses carry (4) Demonstrate a very large storage capacity, as such
information that is unequivocally related to single-expo- stimulus-selective changes continue even after many
sure, long-term recognition memory processes differen- hundreds of stimuli have been seen.
tiates these results from previous findings, for which
(5) Are in many cases long lasting (24 hr).short-term memory mechanisms or repeated exposure
learning may provide explanation for the response
(6) Are not disrupted by other experiences.changes that were found (Fuster and Alexander, 1971;
Funahashi et al., 1989; Wilson et al., 1993; Fuster, 1995; (7) Are found during performance of an explicit mem-
Miller et al., 1996, 2002; Miller and Cohen, 2001; Funa- ory task.
hashi and Takeda, 2002).
(8) Occur at high incidence (40% of visually responsiveMuch evidence has been presented previously sug-
and of visually responsive and 17% of all recorded neu-gesting that differential response changes that are re-
rons) in particular regions.corded in recognition memory tasks including that used
here are due to stimulus repetition and are not generated (9) Occur at such high incidence in prefrontal cortex
artifactually by changes in alertness, attention, behav- (as in inferior temporal cortex) in regions necessary for
ioral responses, reinforcement value, or eye movements judgment of previous occurrence.
(e.g., Fahy et al., 1993; Miller et al., 1993, 1996; Sobotka
and Ringo, 1993; Xiang and Brown, 1998). Specifically, (10) Can be divided into three categories according to
their pattern of responsiveness, as in anterior inferiorin the present experiment, controls were run to establish
that the neuronal responses were not dependent on temporal cortex during performance of the same task
with the same types of stimuli. These response typeseither the particular behavioral response that was made
or on changes in eye position. The animals could not are named according to the type of information signaled
Prefrontal Neuron Responses and Recognition Memory
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in the task as “novelty,” “familiarity,” and “recency” re- mental rather than incremental (Bogacz and Brown,
2003). This finding suggests a primary reason for re-sponses. Accordingly, within this task, information con-
cerning familiarity was separately signaled from that sponses being reduced rather than enhanced with stim-
ulus repetition in anterior inferior temporal cortex. Addi-concerning recency in prefrontal cortex, as in temporal
cortex (Fahy et al., 1993; Xiang and Brown, 1998). tionally, the effect of this direction of change is that the
maximal signal from temporal cortex is for novel stimuli,
(11) Are differentially incident in different areas. Thus, thereby facilitating the further sensory processing of
incidence was low in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex com- such stimuli. The contrasting, maximal signal for familiar
pared to the other three prefrontal areas (even though stimuli arising in prefrontal cortex might facilitate the
over a quarter of the recorded dorsolateral neurons were retrieval and further processing of previously stored in-
visually responsive in the task). Many neurons in the formation concerning these familiar stimuli, whereas
dorsolateral cortex respond to spatial information (Wil- such a search would be fruitless for novel stimuli. There
son et al., 1993; Ungerleider et al., 1998). In the temporal is much evidence from human imaging studies that pre-
lobe, a low proportion of repetition-sensitive neurons frontal cortex is importantly involved in retrieval mecha-
was found in the hippocampus compared to area TE, nisms (Tulving et al., 1996; Nyberg et al., 1996; Cabeza
perirhinal cortex, and entorhinal cortex (Riches et al., and Nyberg, 2000; Lee et al., 2000; Cadoret et al., 2001;
1991; Xiang and Brown, 1998). The hippocampus also Dobbins et al., 2002).
has many neurons that respond to spatial information
(Muller, 1996). This parallel provides further evidence of (2) Some changes on repetition were found for inhibitory
some continuing separation in prefrontal cortex of spa- responses (i.e., firing rate reductions). There are no re-
tial and nonspatial processing streams (Wilson et al., ports of such changes for inhibitory responses in ante-
1993; Ungerleider et al., 1998), although there can also rior inferior temporal cortex (Miller et al., 1993; Sobotka
be integration of such information in prefrontal cortex and Ringo, 1993, 1994; Xiang and Brown, 1998). The
(e.g., Rao et al., 1997; Miller and Cohen, 2001). Thus, finding of changes in inhibitory responses, as well as
perhaps there might be some paralleling in prefrontal the typical incremental rather than decremental change
cortex of the suggested (Brown and Aggleton, 2001) on stimulus repetition, may indicate that there are funda-
separation in the medial temporal lobe of familiarity dis- mental underlying differences in the computational op-
crimination and associative recollective components of eration of prefrontal and temporal cortical circuitry in
recognition memory. relation to recognition memory processes.
The response characteristics of these prefrontal neu- (3) Differential latencies were longer than those in tem-
rons, paralleling anterior inferior temporal responses, poral cortex. The earliest population differential laten-
are those that are important for the solution of recogni- cies in anterior area TE are 75 ms (Miller et al., 1993;
tion memory tasks based on the prior occurrence of Xiang and Brown, 1998). Thus, even the shortest pre-
individual stimuli and requiring long-term memory. They frontal population latencies (195 ms) are too long to be
establish that prefrontal cortex as well as temporal cor- responsible for the initial changes in response that are
tex has access to the information necessary to solve found in anterior inferior temporal cortex. This finding
such tasks. provides further evidence against prefrontal cortex be-
ing the source of the initial temporal lobe response
changes (Brown and Xiang, 1998), though later aspectsDifferences from Responses in Anterior Inferior
(200 ms) of temporal responses might still be influ-Temporal Cortex
enced by those in prefrontal cortex. In contrast, evenThere were also a number of differences between pre-
initial prefrontal changes could be reflections of the tem-frontal and anterior inferior temporal response changes
poral changes. It is noteworthy that the prefrontal popu-that were studied under the same experimental condi-
lation latencies (200–250 ms or more) for these monkeytions (Xiang and Brown, 1998). In general, these differ-
neurons appear to be consistent with the early frontalences are concerned with the excitatory incremental
response seen in human evoked potential studies, whichprefrontal responses, which were by far the most numer-
has been linked to familiarity discrimination (Rugg et al.,ous. Thus, in prefrontal cortex:
1998, 2002). This finding further suggests that similar
(1) Responses typically incremented rather than decre- mechanisms underlie at least the familiarity discrimina-
mented upon stimulus repetition; in anterior inferior tem- tion component of human and monkey recognition
poral cortex, 98% of response changes were a reduction memory (Brown and Aggleton, 2001).
on repetition, and in prefrontal cortex, 92% of such
changes were incremental. This typically reversed direc- (4) For individual areas, mean neuronal memory spans
were longer (changes persisted across more interveningtion of change was evident for novelty, familiarity, and
recency responses. In a delayed matching task using trials) in temporal cortex (Xiang and Brown, 1998) than in
prefrontal cortex. Nevertheless, as for temporal cortex,infrequently repeated stimuli, Miller et al. (1996) also
found more incremental changes on stimulus repetition many prefrontal neurons had memory spans of 24 hr.
Moreover, overall prefrontal population memory spansin prefrontal cortex than in temporal cortex. It is interest-
ing to speculate concerning the reason for the typical were significant at 24 hr when averaged across areas.
However, for no prefrontal area or type of response wasdirection of change in the two lobes. Computational
modeling has recently established that storage capacity the proportion of differential neurons with 24 hr memory
spans as high as that for perirhinal cortex for recencyis very greatly increased for familiarity discrimination
networks where the principal synaptic change is decre- neurons (79%) or as high as those for any of the anterior
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inferior temporal cortical areas for familiarity neurons ferences in latencies or memory spans between the or-
bitofrontal, ventromedial, and anterior cingulate corti-(87%). Thus, although long-term information was
available in prefrontal cortex, it was less strongly repre- ces. Accordingly, the results provide evidence for
parallel rather than sequential processing of informationsented both by magnitude of change and by proportion
of neurons than was such information in anterior inferior in these three regions. These regions are also implicated
in other aspects of cognitive behavior, for example, thetemporal cortex.
anterior cingulate cortex in resolving response conflicts
(5) Novelty and recency responses in temporal cortex and selection of actions (Carter et al., 1998; Miller and
rely upon a fast (1 s) synaptic plastic process (Miller et Cohen, 2001; Hadland et al., 2003), the orbitofrontal cor-
al., 1993; Xiang and Brown, 1998), whereas for familiarity tex in emotional processes (Rolls, 1996; Price, 1999),
responses the synaptic plastic process is very much and the ventromedial cortex in active retrieval (Cadoret
slower, and population changes are evident only after et al., 2001). Such work suggests that, in recognition
a few minutes have elapsed (Xiang and Brown, 1998). memory tasks where such factors are varied, evidence
However, in prefrontal cortex, responses when averaged might be found for integration between the need to re-
across all areas for all familiarity neurons increased even trieve information concerning prior occurrence and
when stimuli were repeated on the next trial (a delay these other cognitive processes.
of 5–10 s). Thus, the present recordings provided no
evidence that the synaptic change underlying prefrontal In sum, neurons in three prefrontal regions (orbitofron-
familiarity responses is slower than that for novelty or tal, ventromedial, and anterior cingulate cortices) have
recency responses (though neither do they establish been shown to have access to information that is neces-
that the changes for prefrontal familiarity neurons are as sary for long-term visual recognition memory concern-
fast as those for temporal novelty and recency neurons). ing the prior occurrence of infrequently encountered
However, the gradual increase in response change stimuli. In many cases, their responses carried informa-
across time (i.e., an apparently increasing “memory,” tion concerning presentations of pictures made 24 hr
in contrast to increasing forgetting) for the prefrontal previously. Unlike neurons in the temporal lobe, prefron-
familiarity neurons with 24 hr memory spans is similar tal responses were typically greater for previously seen
to that for temporal familiarity neurons. Thus, some than for novel stimuli even when a stimulus had been
mechanisms underlying familiarity response changes in seen only once previously. Such enhanced activity might
the two lobes might be shared. The possibility remains provide part of a mechanism for retrieving information
that temporal familiarity changes are dependent upon about familiar items, in contrast to a temporal lobe role
feedback signals from prefrontal cortex that alter the in signaling novelty. Prefrontal latencies were longer
temporal responses on subsequent trials (NB, as stated than those in the temporal lobe and potentially provide
above under difference 3, latency measures exclude a substrate for human event-related potential findings.
within-trial feedback as responsible for the initial part Memory-related responses were found in inferior and
of the response change in that trial). Importantly, the medial but not lateral areas of prefrontal cortex. This
differential neuronal response latencies in the temporal pattern hints at a separation of prefrontal processing
and prefrontal cortices imply that such “top-down” sig- within recognition memory that parallels that in the tem-
nals would need to induce a plastic change within tem- poral lobe.
poral cortex. Such induction of a plastic change would
differentiate these signals from previously reported Experimental Procedures
backwardly propagating influences (Tomita et al., 1999;
SubjectsNaya et al., 2001).
Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) weighing 7 and 9 kg
were maintained under the supervision of a qualified veterinary offi-(6) Both the monkeys that were tested displayed an
cer, and investigations were performed in accordance with the UKasymmetry in the incidence of repetition-sensitive (dif-
Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and associated UK Home
ferential) responses as a proportion of visual responses; Office Licensing regulations.
the incidence on the right was nearly double that on the
left. Although the low number of animals means that Methods
this result must be interpreted cautiously, it is not expli- Many methodological details have been published previously (Xiang
and Brown, 1998) and will be mentioned only briefly here.cable as a result of the hand that the animals used to
Behavioral Trainingrespond, nor was there such a change in the proportion
The animals were trained in two behavioral tasks: serial recognitionof visually responsive neurons as a fraction of all the
and conditional discrimination (Figure 1). The tasks and trainingneurons recorded, nor was such a change evident in
protocols were the same as described previously (Xiang and Brown,
the control, conditional visual discrimination task. It is 1998). For the serial recognition task, stimuli seen many times by
interesting to note that hemispheric asymmetries in acti- an animal prior to a particular day will be termed “familiar”; their
first and second presentations refer to presentations during thatvation have been reported in human imaging studies in
day’s recording session. Stimuli that have been seen infrequentlyrelation to acquisition and recall in memory tasks (e.g.,
if at all will be termed “novel” even if they were shown for a secondNyberg et al., 1996; though see Lee et al., 2000).
time during a particular recording session. The animals were taught
to discriminate visual stimuli (digitized pictures displayed on the(7) Differences in population latencies and memory
screen in front of the animal and subtending digitized pictures dis-spans were established between area TE, perirhinal cor-
played on the screen in front of the animal and subtending 40 
tex, and entorhinal cortex in temporal cortex. However, 60) and to make behavioral judgments of whether a stimulus was
although individual significant differences were found, novel (never or infrequently seen before, i.e., not in the last 4 weeks)
or familiar (frequently seen before) or had been seen recently, bythere was not strong evidence of major, consistent dif-
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touching one side of the screen (a left-side touch for a novel stimulus regional distribution of the recorded neurons was established via a
combination of the coordinate readings during recording sessions,and a right-side touch for its repetition or for a familiar stimulus).
On certain occasions, to test for 24 hr memory effects, a series of the microlesions and X-ray radiographs at the end of the sessions,
and the postmortem brain histology. The location of recording sitesstimuli that had been seen the previous day was repeated. On these
occasions, left touches were correct for the first presentations of is illustrated in Figure 2. Data were obtained from four hemispheres.
stimuli that had been novel on the previous day, and right touches
were correct for other stimuli. A correct touch was rewarded with
Data Analysis
0.3 ml fruit juice. The sequences of stimuli were constructed
Response Analysispseudorandomly so that overall there were equal numbers of left
At the start of recording from each new site, a few objects wereand right touch trials, and both runs of more than three trials to the
shown to the animal as a means of screening for visual respon-same side and alternations between sides of more than four were
siveness. A group of neurons was regarded as visually responsiveavoided. Several different sequences were constructed and used
if an audible change in firing rate occurred in response to at leastso that the order of types of trials was not predictable by the animal.
one of the first four objects shown to the animal. Only such group’sThe conditional discrimination task was used for control purposes,
neurons were further investigated, but all the neurons that werespecifically to dissociate neuronal activity from the direction of the
simultaneously recorded at such sites underwent analysis. All analy-animal’s behavioral response. The task uses geometric triplets as
ses used data from correctly performed trials; error trials and thosestimuli and involves a conditional rule in that whether a touch to a
trials on which the animal failed to fixate the stimuli were excluded.particular shape on either side is correct depends on the orientation
A neuron was defined as visually responsive if its activity changedof the central shape. The same stimulus presentation timings and
significantly (excited or inhibited from the baseline) on stimulusbehavioral responses were used in both serial recognition and con-
onset; the mean firing rate during the precue period (3 s) was com-ditional discrimination tasks. A PC computer controlled the presen-
pared with that in each of the two 0.25 s bins (total 0.5 s) immediatelytations of the stimuli as complete static frames starting at a known
following stimulus onset across all trials using paired Student’s ttime and monitored the animal’s behavioral responses. Once
tests (p 0.05). Visually responsive neurons that responded signifi-trained, the animals performed the tasks at greater than 85% accu-
cantly differently during either or both of these first two 0.25 s binsracy for up to 1000 trials per day.
after stimulus onset to the different arrangements of the stimuli wereNeuronal Recording
categorized as differentially responsive neurons. The incidence ofThe prefrontal recordings were made shortly after completion of
different categories of neuronal responses across the various areasrecordings in the temporal lobe from these animals (Xiang and
that were studied was determined using an ANOVA (p  0.05) withBrown, 1998). The recording and amplification of neuronal action
factors repeat (first or subsequent presentations), relative familiaritypotentials were conventional, with neuronal activity being displayed
(novel or familiar stimulus), and time period after stimulus onset.on an oscilloscope and monitored aurally. As in other studies (Xiang
Using the criteria set previously (Xiang and Brown, 1998), classifica-and Brown, 1998, 1999), simultaneously recorded signals from multi-
tion was made of three types of the visually differential neurons:ple neurons were analog-to-digitally converted (at 17 kHz), and the
novelty (responses to the first presentations of novel stimuli thatactivity of individual single neurons was separated using spike-
were significantly different from responses on other trial types),sorting software with a template-matching algorithm (1401 Plus in-
familiarity (responses to familiar stimuli that were significantly differ-terface and SPIKE2, CED, Cambridge). Up to eight separable spike
ent from those to novel stimuli), and recency (responses to thetrains could be recorded at the same time. Peristimulus time histo-
repeat that were significantly different from first presentations). Neu-grams, rasters, and counts of action potentials for the separated
rons (7%) for which there was a significant three-way interactionspike trains were displayed online. Individual action potential shapes
between period, repeat, and relative familiarity were categorized asand the separation of different spikes were checked offline using
differentially responsive but were not counted as belonging to anythe stored digitized action potentials and then subjected to offline
of these types.analysis. The animal’s hand and eye movements were monitored
Differences in incidence of different categories of responsive neu-using two video cameras and were recorded together with the stimu-
rons in different areas were established using analyses of variancelus presentations using a video mixer (Videomat VM2E). The timing
based on a generalized linear model (GLIM) assuming a binomialand accuracy of the behavioral responses were also recorded in
error distribution (Baker and Nelder, 1978). The variations (devi-the computer. Eye position was recorded at a frame rate of 25 Hz
ances) associated with the factors monkey, areas, and hemispheresand subsequently determined by measuring pupil position at 200
were determined and are given as BEM 2 values. None of thems intervals from stimulus onset, before conversion to the direction
analyses revealed an interaction involving the factor monkey, soof gaze (to an accuracy of 1) relative to the center of the screen,
pooled results are reported for the two animals. For every analysis,as previously (Fahy et al., 1993; Xiang and Brown, 1999).
the residual deviance was less than that expected by chance, i.e.,Identification of Recording Regions
the model gave an adequate fit to the data. The different characteris-The coordinates of the electrode penetrations (Figure 2) were as
tics of the different types of neuronal responses (latencies, memoryfollows. ACG: 22–33 mm anterior to the interaural line (A22-33), 1–7
spans) across the different areas were analyzed by analyses ofmm left or right of the midline (L/R 1-7), 6–12 mm deep to the dorsal
variance with repeat measures (Genstat for Windows, Version 5.41,surface of the brain (H6-12). PFCo: A22-30, L/R 13-18, H15-20.
NAG, Oxford, UK). These analyses included the factors animal, area,PFCdl: A22-27, L/R 11-14, H3-12. PFCvm: A22-35, L/R 3-9, H18-27.
type (recency, novelty, or familiarity neuron), and time or interval.All penetrations were angled obliquely forward to allow the micro-
The factors time and interval and any interactions involving themelectrode to access the intended regions from the dorsal surface
were treated as within-neuron (repeated) measures, other factorsof the brain. The depth of each neuron was noted at the time of
and interactions as between-neuron measures. Only results thatits recording. Anterior-posterior and lateral X-ray radiographs were
were consistent across monkeys are reported. All tests were twotaken at the end of each electrode penetration to show the position
tailed and used a significance level of p  0.05.of the electrode in situ in relation to both skull landmarks and fixed
reference electrodes. At the end of particular recording sessions,
microlesions were made by passing a small DC current (10–60 	A Acknowledgments
for 15–30 s) through the microelectrode tip at known positions near
visually responsive neurons. Perfusion and histological processing This work was supported by the Wellcome Trust. The authors are
of the brain used standard techniques. Coronal sections were cut grateful to R. Hopkins, A. Griffiths, and J. Leendertz for technical
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violet. The microlesions were identified by the Prussian blue reac-
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